
OASE Introduces Aquarium Filters with Integrated Heaters 
to North America
Internal and External Filters with Integrated Heaters will debut at SuperZoo 
in Las Vegas on June 25th, 2018 
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“Thermo Filters are ideal for any aquarists who enjoy optimal filtration equipment along with an unobstructed 
view of the aquarium. Plus, temperature is easily adjustable for uniform water temperature and regulated by bi-
metal technology,” says Caitlin Laclergue, Indoor Aquatics Product Manager for OASE in North America. Laclergue 
continues, “The integrated heating of OASE Thermo Filters makes for an incredibly unique and effective filtration 
system for your aquarium.”

Las Vegas, NV – (May 30, 2018) – OASE, the global leader in water gardening technology, is pleased 
to introduce a new series of aquarium filters with integrated heaters to its impressive Indoor 
Aquatics line in North America.  OASE Indoor Aquatic Thermo Filters have previously been 

available in Europe.  The Indoor Aquatics line now offers a robust line of internal and external 
heated aquarium filters that are all backed by German engineering.  The Thermo Filters will 

make their debut in North America at SuperZoo, in booth 3874, in Las Vegas on June 23.

OASE’s internal and external aquarium filters now include integrated heating 
options for marine, tropical, and cold water temperature control. No longer 

do hobbyists need to see heaters creating visual distractions in their 
aquascapes and aquarium habitats.  Integrated heaters can easily 

be adjusted, while keeping hands dry, on any of the Thermo 
Filters by utilizing the control system to provide uniform water 
temperature throughout the aquarium.  Making the ideal 
aquatic environment is simpler than ever with the filtration 
and water temperature needs accounted for in one product.



Since 1949, the OASE Group, headquartered in Horstel, Germany, has been “passionate about 
water.” Today OASE is the global leader in water gardening technology with innovative, quality 
products that satisfy the requirements of professional landscapers and pond enthusiasts 
at any level. OASE Indoor Aquatics harnesses the years of water gardening technology into 
compelling innovations that translates into a breadth of versatile products suitable for novice 
to experienced aquarists.

To explore OASE’s broad range of Indoor Aquatics o�erings for North America, including the Thermo 
Filters and HeatUp family of products, please visit us at Booth 3874 at the SuperZoo. 

You can also learn more by calling 866-627-3435 to speak to an OASE representative or by visiting 
www.oase-livingwater.com.

OASE bi-metal technology provides 
uniform temperature level

Thermal switch for dry use protection 
and activated control light

For continuous operation suitable for 
fresh and marine water

HeatUp- Adjustable heater with precision temperature control

In addition, the OASE line of HeatUp aquarium heaters can be integrated into the existing OASE aquarium filter 
models.  This option is ideal for hobbyists who have started with an OASE cold water aquarium setup and would like 
to transition their system to a tropical or marine water setup without loosing their valuable aquarium real estate to 
equipment. 

Control system for accurate readjustment
fresh and marine water



OASE biOrb® Samuel Baker New Aquarium Decor 
Debuts at SuperZoo
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Hand-detailed, aquatic-safe sculptures and décor provide the ideal combination of beauty 
and durability for the home aquarium.
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Las Vegas, NV – (May 30th, 2018) – OASE, the global leader in creative water design, is proud to announce 
its continued expansion into the indoor aquatics market with OASE biOrb’s hand-crafted aquatic sculptures, 
décor and plants designed by aquatic décor designer, 
Samuel Baker.  The new product will make its debut in 
North America at SuperZoo, in booth 3874, in Las Vegas, 
on June 23, 2018.

OASE biOrb sculptures are carefully reproduced from 
hand-crafted, detailed originals created by the aquatic 
décor designer, Samuel Baker.  A design to suit every 
preference, from a mysterious treasure chest, submarine 
or shipwreck to seahorses on coral and gnarled life-like 
roots.  Add in individual seahorse pieces and plastic and 
silk plants like the colorful bonsai balls, life-like seapearls, 
ambulia and dazzling parrots feathers to the mix and 
there is a seemingly endless array of combinations to 
enjoy and be creative with.

New décor in 
use within the 
biOrb CUBE



Since 1949, the OASE Group, headquartered in Horstel, Germany, has been “passionate about 
water.”  Today OASE is the global leader in water gardening technology with innovative, quality 
products that satisfy the requirements of professional landscapers and pond enthusiasts at 
any level.  OASE Indoor Aquatics harnesses the years of water gardening technology into 
compelling innovations that translate into a breadth of versatile products suitable for novice 
to experienced aquarists.

OASE biOrb sculptures are easily placed over the bubble tube to make for an exquisite centerpiece.  Made from 
high-grade resin material, biOrb sculptures are also safe and durable for Freshwater, Saltwater and Tropical 
aquariums alike.  The designer plants are conveniently weighted and are extremely easy to place and remain 
upright for a beautiful display.

The unique design of biOrb aquariums paired with the extensive assortment of sculptures, plants and décor; 
ranging from simplistically natural to excitingly colorful, truly make for a creative underwater world.

To learn more, visit the OASE biOrb® booth (3874) at SuperZoo or call 888-755-5646 to speak to an OASE 
representative.

“It’s an organic process,” said Samuel Baker, biOrb aquatic décor designer.  “I’ll start with a concept or an 
idea and I’ll bring in the elements I’ve found and I’ll start building up a composition.  To me, it really comes to 
life during the painting process because all those things that I’ve seen and experienced and worked into the 
design, that’s when they come to the surface.  The application of paint allows me to highlight and define those 
di�erent elements.  It all comes back to working with found objects.  The re-creation of nature.  I think people 
become consumed with the vastness of it all and things get missed and for me it’s the fine details which are 
really important and by singling them out and drawing them together we create these mini worlds inside.  It’s 
about pulling them in and bringing them to life.”

Samuel Baker in studio




